
Proto Matrix Rail 
Taking over the field, the Proto Rail™ is your stepping stone to greatness. High-end 
performance in a durable and reliable setup, the Proto Rail™ is for the serious 
competitor. Featuring Boost™ Forward Technology, giving you a cushioned push on the 
ball and delayed bolt speed for increased air efficiency and high rate of fire. 
 
REDESIGNED FOR 2010 
All new 3-D milling, color coded seals for simplified maintenance, and a host of other 
features make the 2010 Rail the gun of choice. The durable Rail™ solenoid features 
consistent airflow, and with a dwell of 18 milliseconds, you get super fast cycle speeds. 
The small, light Hyper3™ In-Line Air Regulator comes standard. The Hyper3™ 
regulator provides high flow and smooth velocity adjustment, with non-slip grip rings. 
The ultimate in ergonomic comfort, the Ultralite™ 45 Frame with fully adjustable 
trigger, comes standard on the Rail™. The solid construction consists of an aluminum 
body, bolt, Ultralite™ 45 Frame and trigger. We’ve designed the Rail™ with the goal of 
providing you with top-level performance at a reasonable price. Comes with a durable 
zippered gun case, parts kit, Dye Slick Lube, and 9-volt battery to keep your paintball 
gun of choice at its peak level. The Rail™ is available in Black, Camo, Claret, Clear and 
Airforce 1. 
 
Features 
01  Two piece 14” Micro Honed proto barrel 
02  New increased flow Hyper3™ in-line air regulator 
03  Anti-chop break beam eye system 
04  150psi Operating pressure with boost forward 
05  Continuous 3d contoured body 
06  Proto dual-density injection sticky grip 
07  Led program control with 4 tournament modes 
08  Ultralite™ ergonomic 45 frame 
09  New solenoid with increased durability and flow 
10  Ultralite™ aluminum trigger 
11  Proto on/off airport 
12  Adjustable clamping feedneck with thumbscrew 
13  Compact and lightweight body styling 
14  Metal eyeplates and back cap 
 
BPS: 20+ 
MODES: SEMI, Full AUTO 
Tournament modes: PSP, MILLENIUM 
WEIGHT: 1.95 LBS = 885 grams 
MATERIALS: ALUMINUM 
DIMENSIONS: L8.5”, H7.25”, W1.25” 
TECHNOLOGY: SPOOL VALVE 
OPERATING PRESSURE: 150PSI 
 



DYE Precision, Inc. U.S. Patent # 5,613,483. Other U.S. and International Patents 
Pending. 
Covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents, 5,613,483; 5,967,133; 6,053,843 
and 6,474,326 
 
SLG Paintball Gun 
The SLG™ is the clear choice if you are looking for serious performance. Built on the 
patented Self-Closing Valve (SCV) Spool Platform, the Proto SLG™ paintball gun is 
constructed using a hybrid of aluminum and composite materials providing extreme 
durability and lightweight function. The streamlined two-piece bolt system operates at a 
low 145 phi. This low operating pressure results in superior accuracy, less paint breakage, 
and an impressive 1500 shots from a 68ci/4500psi tank.  
 
Improved for 2010, the SLG™ now comes with color-coded o-rings for easy 
maintenance. Featuring a new smaller and lighter poppet solenoid, and a 320˚ degree 
Hyper3™ swivel. 
 
Unmatched manufacturer support, continuous evolution of design, and meticulous 
engineering are just a few of the reasons that make Proto the first name in paintball. 
 
Comes with a parts kit, Dye Slick Lube, and 9-volt battery to keep your paintball gun of 
choice at its peak level. The SLG™ is available in Clear, Blue, Olive, and Red. 
 
Features 
01  Compact and Lightweight single tube body styling 
02  composite 45 frame 
03  single piece micro honed proto barrel 
04  anti-chop break beam eye system 
05  increased flow hyper3™ in-line air regulator 
06  proto bottom-line with dovetail 
07  Bolt silencer, decreases noise and kick 
08  super low 145 psi operating pressure 
09  New Smaller and Lighter Poppet solenoid 
10  Aluminum Blade trigger 
11  Proto dual-density injection sticky grip 
12  led Program Control with 4 Tournament Modes 
13  orbital rotating sear reduces wear 
14  no-rise clamping feed-neck 
15  self-closing Valve Spool technology 2 piece bolt 
16  self-lubricating force button 
 
BPS: 20+ 
MODES: SEMI, Full AUTO 
Tournament modes: PSP, MILLENIUM 
WEIGHT: 2.2 LBS = 998 GRAMS 
MATERIALS: COMPOSITE, ALUMINUM 



DIMENSIONS: L9.25”, H8.5”, W1.375” 
TECHNOLOGY: SCV Spool 
OPERATING PRESSURE: 145PSI 
 
DYE Precision, Inc. U.S. Patent # 5,613,483. Other U.S. and International Patents 
Pending. 
Covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents, 5,613,483; 5,967,133; 6,053,843 
and 6,474,326 
 
SLG UL Trigger 
Features smooth action and multiple adjustment points to help you find that perfect sweet 
spot. 
 
Matrix Rail UL Trigger 
Features smooth action and multiple adjustment points to help you find that perfect sweet 
spot. 
 
On/off airport 
Perfectly balanced twist on/off. Jewel logo insert. Precision machining. No tools needed. 
Finger twist on/off. 
 
Slick Lube 
Now with a new formula better engineered specifically for paintball. A well-oiled marker 
goes the distance; so keep your marker properly lubed with the good stuff. 
 
Dye Multi-Tool 
If MacGyver played paintball, this would be his tool. The new DYE Multi-Tool is loaded 
with various tools specific to the DYE and PROTO 
series of markers, all in one small, convenient package. Created to help you get out of 
any jam, or fix almost any problem with your DM 
series markers and not have to worry about loosing that special tool. Our unique Multi-
Tool works great with other markers too. 
 
The DYE Multi-Tool contains a range of Allen keys: 1/4”, 3/16”, 5/32”, 1/8”, 3/32”, 
5/64”, 1/16” and .05”. Also features a small Phillips screwdriver to remove the board, a 
hex key to tighten your macro-line fittings, a flathead-screwdriver/bottle opener, small 
pocketknife, a straight O-ring pick and a 90º O-ring pick. There are even a few tools on 
there for our future items. Whatever your fix-it needs are, the new DYE Multi-Tool will 
have you covered. 
 
Parts Kit 
What to do when you blow an O-ring? Maintain your marker with one of these repair 
kits. 
 
1 Piece Barrels 



Increasing your gun’s performance is a must, and having an accurate barrel is number 
one. Proto barrels are made to the highest quality standards and are ultra accurate. Proto 
barrels are precision honed to a .690-micron tolerance. These barrels go through a five 
step honing and quality control process to ensure every one is as precise as we designed 
them to be. Made from lightweight aircraft grade quality 6061 T6 Aluminum for the 
perfect balance of weight and strength. Hard anodized color to match your style and also 
add a protective layer to your barrel for durability from scratches. Straight porting to keep 
your marker quiet and allow consistent airflow around the ball as it leaves the bore. Zero 
step diameter bore ensures consistent travel. Unlike most barrels, Proto barrels are 3D 
contoured, shaving off weight where you don’t need it and reinforcing it where it needs to 
be for those dives into the snake. Available in 14” and 16” lengths. Available Threads:98, 
A5, COCKER, IMPULSE, SPYDER 
 
Tank Covers 
Proto brings you a smarter tank cover. This cover features zippered and locking Velcro 
closures, rubber polymer back to keep the tank in place, integrated swab holder and 
reinforced stitching. Featuring microinjected side logos with stability fins, compression 
foam to protect your tank from impact, and Proto sticky tack on the sides and top for 
added stability. 
 
01  Rubberized back 
02  Reinforced stitching 
03  Proto Sticky tack 
04  Microinjection logo & side fins 
05  Heavy duty zipper 
06  Velcro closure 
07  Integrated swab sleeve 
 
Pro Axis Goggle 
The Switch™ Axis™ Pro Goggle system is the premier goggle in the Switch™ line. 
Boasting soft compression formed earpieces, resulting in a lighter goggle. The patent 
pending 1/4 turn snap lock system is fast and secure, making lens changing simple. The 
outer frame holds the lens in place with no extruding edge or protruding tabs; just clean 
looking style. The inner frame structure provides a secure platform for the lens and frame 
to compress together, giving stability under the most severe of impacts. The split frame 
and lens is secured in place by right and left locking tabs. Once assembled, the split frame 
system holds your lens securely into place while providing comfort and style. The patent 
pending locking tabs allows you to change lenses in seconds. The Switch™ Axis™ Pro 
Goggle System comes standard with a clear tirodial thermal lens and a co-molded 
combination density mask for flex under play. The multi-ported earpiece allows 
unrestricted audible transfer to take place without sacrificing any ear protection and 
provides total comfort with two-layer foam. MAKE THE SWITCH™ 
 
Features 



01 silicone woven rubber goggle strap designed to be adjusted to fit your head and 
remain fitted. Tiger tooth strap buckles will allow you to adjust your strap for a custom fit 
and will bite down to secure the strap. Just set it and forget it. 
02 Compression formed soft earpieces with adjustable positioning allows you to 
customize the goggle for a lower profile fit. Makes the mask 20% lighter and also 
increase audible quality.  
03 incredibly simple Patented 1/4 turn Switch™ Buckle Makes the hassle of changing 
lenses a thing of the past. Simply turn the locking tabs to unlock your lens frame. Pop out 
your old lens and drop in a new one. 
04 The Switch™ lens is a tirodial lens giving the player the ultimate in vertical and 
horizontal peripheral vision.  All Switch™ lenses have perfect optical clarity, setting the 
standard in visual performance. 
05 multi-directional venting Drastically reduces any re-ventilated fogging, this will also 
throw your voice farther and clearer than any other vented mask on the field. The venting 
also assists in keeping you cool and breathing easy. The tested, proven and patented 
venting configuration will make communicating with your teammates effortless, as if 
there were no vocal obstructions. 
06 DUAL-molded goggle system Designed to keep a rigid mount for the frame and lens 
while providing the softest facemask available. Paired with our multi-directional venting 
system, the dual-molded combination adds up to two levels of pliability. Designed with a 
pro-level low profile fit for a forgiving facemask, while still providing the safest eye 
protection system available. 
 
DYE Precision, Inc. U.S. Patent #6,886,183 OTHER U.S. and International PATENTS 
PENDING. 
Covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents, #6,886,183 
 
Pro Axis Goggle Color Kits 
Update the look of your Pro Axis Goggle System, with our new Limited Edition patterns. 
The new Hollywood and Enigma patterns let you express your inner style with matching 
goggle frame, strap and earpieces. 
 
Switch FS Goggle 
The Switch™ FS Goggle System is revolutionary in its design and performance. The 
patent pending 1/4 turn snap lock system is fast and secure, making lens changing simple. 
The outer frame holds the lens in place with no extruding edge or protruding tabs; just 
clean looking style. The inner frame structure provides a secure platform for the lens and 
frame to compress together, giving stability under the most severe of impacts. The split 
frame and lens is secured in place by right and left locking tabs. Once assembled, the split 
frame system holds your lens securely into place while providing comfort and style. The 
patent pending locking tabs allows you to change lenses in seconds. The Switch™ FS 
System comes standard with an advanced tirodial anti-fog clear lens and a co-molded 
combination density mask for flex under play. The multi-ported earpiece allows 
unrestricted audible transfer to take place without sacrificing any ear protection and 
provides total comfort with two-layer foam. Sleek adjustable shade visor comes standard. 
 



Features 
01  Switch™ visor Self-venting, low profile and removable. the Switch™ Visor is able to 
pivot up and down for easy lens replacement.  
02  Advanced TIRODIAL anti-fog lens for optimal clarity. Giving you the ultimate in 
vertical and horizontal peripheral vision. All Switch™ lenses have perfect optical clarity, 
setting the standard in visual performance. 
03  Incredibly simple Patented 1/4 turn buckle Makes the hassle of changing lenses a 
thing of the past. Simply turn the locking tabs to the right to unlock your lens frame. Pop 
out your old lens, drop a new one in, place the frame over the lens into position, and turn 
the tabs back again to lock it in. 
04  Silicone woven rubber goggle strap designed to be adjusted to fit your head and stay 
there. 
05  Tiger tooth strap buckle allows you to adjust your strap for a custom fit and will bite 
down to secure the strap. Just set it once. 
06  Multi-ported earpiece Provides unrestricted audible transfer to take place without 
sacrificing any ear protection. 
07  Unidirectional venting Drastically reduces re-ventilated fogging. The venting also 
assists in keeping you cool and breathing easy. 
 
Switch EL Goggle 
The Switch™ EL™ Goggle System has the same great features as the FS™ system, but 
is slightly different in its design. The EL™ system comes standard with a solid one-piece 
facemask and a single pane fog resistant lens. Additionally, the single pane tirodial lens is 
treated with an exterior hard coat for abrasion resistance. The Switch™ EL™ system is 
available in Black and Woodland Camo. 
 
Features 
01  Switch™ visor Self-venting, low profile and removable, the visor is able to pivot up 
and down for easy lens replacement. 
02  Switch™ tirodial lens giving you the ultimate in vertical and horizontal peripheral 
vision. All Switch™ lenses have perfect optical clarity, setting the standard in visual 
performance. 
03  simple PATENTED 1/4 turnbuckle making the hassle of changing lenses a thing of 
the past. Simply turn the locking tabs to the right to unlock your lens frame. Pop out your 
old lens, drop a new one in, place the frame over the lens into position, and turn the tabs 
back again to lock it in. 
04  Silicone woven rubber goggle strap designed to be adjusted to fit your head and stay 
there.  
05  Tiger tooth strap buckles allows you to adjust the strap for a custom fit and will bite 
down to secure the strap. Just set it and forget it. 
06  Multi-ported earpieces providing unrestricted audible transfer to take place without 
sacrificing any ear protection. 
07  One-piece Solid construction, the lightweight facemask protects you from paintball 
impacts. 
08  Unidirectional venting Drastically reduces re-ventilated fogging. The venting also 
assists in keeping you cool and breathing easy. 



 
DYE Precision, Inc. U.S. Patent #6,886,183 OTHER U.S. and International PATENTS 
PENDING. 
Covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents, #6,886,183 
 
Switch FP Rental Goggle 
A rugged workhorse of the Proto line, the Switch™ FP Rental Goggle System comes 
standard with a solid one-piece facemask and a single pane fog resistant lens. An 
integrated visor prevents scratched lenses even under the toughest abuse by keeping the 
lens elevated from the ground. Additionally, the single lens is treated with an exterior 
hard coat for abrasion resistance. In the eventual need to change a lens, it has never been 
simpler or easier with our 1/4 turn quick lens change. A single stage comfort-fit foam 
makes for easy, comfortable wear. Closed cell foam makes it a snap to clean. Now 
available in 5 colors. You can keep groups separated or together with colored goggles, or 
help your referees standout. 
 
Features 
01  Integrated Low profile visor Protects the lens from scratching when laid face down. 
02  Switch™ tirodial lens giving you the ultimate in vertical and horizontal peripheral 
vision. All Switch™ lenses have perfect optical clarity, setting the standard in visual 
performance. 
03  Incredibly simple Patented 1/4 turnbuckle making the hassle of changing lenses a 
thing of the past. Simply turn the locking tabs to the right to unlock your lens frame. Pop 
out your old lens, drop a new one in, place the frame over the lens into position, and turn 
the tabs back again to lock it in. 
04  Silicone woven rubber goggle strap designed to be adjusted to fit your head and stay 
there.  
05  Tiger tooth strap buckles allowing you to adjust your strap for a custom fit and will 
bite down to secure the strap. Just set it once. 
06  Closed cell frame foam for a more durable and longer lasting rental goggle. 
07  Unidirectional venting Drastically reduces re-ventilated fogging. The venting also 
assists in keeping you cool and breathing easy. 
08  Multi-ported earpiece providing unrestricted audible transfer to take place without 
sacrificing any ear protection. 
09  Solid, lightweight, one-piece construction Facemask protects you from paintball 
impacts. 
10  Adjustable comfort chinstrap Secures during active play. Keeps the goggle on and 
refs happy. 
 
DYE Precision, Inc. U.S. Patent #6,886,183 OTHER U.S. and International PATENTS 
PENDING.  
Covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents, #6,886,183 
 
Single Lens 
The Proto Switch™ Goggle System offers the premiere lens in the paintball industry. The 
tirodial lens gives the ultimate in vertical and horizontal peripheral vision. The lens has 



perfect optical clarity and provides 98% UV protection, ensuring you have the best in 
performance from the first name in paintball, Proto. 
 
Thermal lenses 
With all the same features as the Switch™ Single Pane Lens, our Switch™ Thermal 
Lenses include a dual layer to help reduce fogging. Lens fog is caused by air inside your 
mask being hotter than the air outside your mask. By adding a second lens layer, we 
create a buffer so the temperature around your lens is more even, there by reducing 
fogging and allowing you to play with clearer vision. Our thermal lenses also include a 
unique anti-fog coating to further help reduce fogging. 
 
Switch Strap 
Replaces the Switch™ strap. Fits all Proto Goggle Systems. 
 
Switch Inner Frame 
Replaces the Switch™ inner frame. Fits all Proto Goggle Systems. 
 
 
FS  outer frame 
Fits FS™ Goggle Systems. 
 
 
Pro AXIS  Visor 
Fits Pro Axis™ Goggle Systems. 
 
Pro AXIS  Replacement Mask 
Fits Pro Axis™ Goggle Systems. 
 
switch turbine fan 
The Turbine keeps fog and perspiration away so you can deal with the real pressure on 
the field. Features the Turbo 9 accelerator blade that yields higher airflow volume and 
operates at a lower RPM, resulting in quieter operation and extended battery life.  
Features 2 speeds along with forward and reverse. The Switch™ Turbine Fan fits all the 
Switch™ Goggle Systems. 
 
proto jersey 
Your jersey is the most visible piece of gear on the field; now enter the 2010 Proto 
Jersey. A jersey full of design and function to keep you at the top of your game. We’ve 
increased the mesh venting overall to cool you down faster. Patent Pending silicone 
injection improves aim stability and keeps your tank in the sweet spot. Featuring quilted 
padding on the shoulders, elbows and forearms, the 2010 Proto Jersey keeps you 
protected.  Elastic cuffs feature thumb locks to keep your jersey from riding up when 
diving into cover. The Proto jersey features no-fade sublimation graphics so the style 
keeps up with your game. 
 
Available in S, M, L, XL, XXL and XXXL. 



 
Features 
01 Elastic stretchable v-neck collar for comfort. 
02 Patented SILICONE STICKY TACK Stabilizes your gun. 
03 reinforced double and triple stitching. 
04 SIDE VENTING Allowing exceptional airflow. 
05 VENTED NECK Helps heat escape. 
06 PADDED ELBOWS and forearm. 
07 Thumb locks Protects palm and backhand. 
 
CUSTOM Lettering 
Let them know who is mowing them down. Our in-house custom graphics department 
will help you customize your jersey with names, team logos, sponsors and numbers to 
give you that trick look. You can send your team’s artwork in a Vector format EPS file 
on CD, or e-mail to jersey@protopaintball.com. Leave it to us. We make the pro’s look 
good; we can do it for you, too.  Turnaround takes about two weeks. 
 
Proto Pant 
Step into a pant that’s going to perform, a pant that’s going to take a beating, a pant 
engineered specifically for paintball. The 2010 Proto pant has its foundation in these 
principles. Lightweight and fast, these pants let you charge the field, while inner leg 
venting keeps you cool under fire. Reinforced stitching for the longevity of your gear. 
Padded knees, crotch and yoke for extra protection. Added bonuses like a swab pocket, 
adjustable cuffs and side Velcro closures to name a few. The sublimated paneling on the 
sides keeps bright and clean after washing. We spared no ounce of our paintball 
experience when designing the new Proto Pant. Go out and get dirty, be aggressive, and 
know that your pants will keep up with you. 
 
Available in XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL. 
 
Features 
01 ADJUSTABLE WAIST closures that can expand or shrink four sizes. 
02 REINFORCED SEAT Extending the life of your pants from sliding. 
03 PADDED CROTCH Maximum protection for your most valuable items. 
04 4-way stretch nylon allows for a complete range of motion. 
05 SWAB POCKET Holds standard flex swabs or single stick swabs at the ready. 
06 BREATHABLE MESH Comfort and cooling for optimal temperature. 
07 MICRO-INJECTION LOGOS Add style and graphic flavor. 
08 INNER THIGH VENTING for Extra circulation to help cool you down faster.  
09 PADDED KNEES for Protective measures and comfort are all new. 
 
Proto Gloves 
Increase your grip and comfort with the Proto Gloves. Superior comfort and flexibility 
with enhanced form and control. Full Clarino® palm, Airprene main body and Lycra™ 
finger gussets offer extreme ventilation. PVC impregnated grip on the palm helps 
improve grip. 



 
Available in S, M, L, XL. 
 
Features 
01 microinjection closure for easy in and out action. 
02 compression form Adds protection. 
03 four way stretchable upper Form fitting for comfort and breath ability. 
04 Lycra™ gussets. Tight fitting fingers shoot straighter and faster. 
05 PVC impregnated grip so good they banned it from the NFL®. 
06 internal Padding For added protection .  
07 no-seam Clarino® palm Adds comfort and a snug fit. 
08 non-slip stitch Grip design. 
09 nylon mesh Padding. breathable material for bounces and ventilation. 
 
defender top 
Redesigned for 2010, the Defender Performance Top has it all. Front, back, shoulder and 
side compression padding in places where it counts. Cut-through vented padding, vented 
underarms and a sweat-absorbing Lycra™ main body to help keep you cool. 
Microinjection logos for flair and a tight fit for comfortable play. Please do not try to 
dodge bullets, only paintballs. Thank you. Available in S/M, L/XL, XXL 
 
Features 
01  main body is constructed of a soft 4-way stretch vented poly-blend material.  This 
blended material is the best of both worlds with its sweat wicking properties and the 
small hole venting for optimal breath ability and comfort. 
02  The Raised collar is designed with comfort and protection in mind.  The throat area 
has an oversized raised neck with a 1/4-inch sponge foam insert.    
03  Compressed Soft Flex Protective Panels are placed in the areas that take the most 
punishment from any aggressive player: the chest, the shoulders, the upper back and even 
those soft spots like the lower back and the kidneys. 
04  Optimal movement Soft Flex Protective Panels were designed to stretch and flex with 
the movement of your body. 
 
defender Short 
The Defender Slide Shorts feature lightweight, breathable material and a terry cloth lined 
interior for extra comfort. Absorption wicking material pulls sweat from your body to 
keep you cool and dry. Removable padded cup helps to protect what’s important. With 
the Defender Slide Shorts you can slide with confidence. Available in sizes S, M, L, XL. 
 
Features 
01  main body is constructed of a 4-way stretch blend material that allows for a glove like 
fit without restricting any movement. The sweat wicking properties built into this 
material  help keep you dry and cool for added comfort.  
02  Crotch protection has a removable 3/8-inch closed foam pad to help prevent injury 
from both paint hits and sliding. It was designed to be soft to offer you great protection, 
while still allowing you the full range of mobility and  comfort. 



03  Soft Flex Protective Panels built into the hips of the  slide short were designed to flex 
with the movement  of your body. The 1/2 inch compressed sponge foam pads help 
protect you from hits and aggressive play. 
 
Elbow Pads 
Redesigned with performance in mind, Proto Elbow Pads keep your arms protected from 
those game winning dives into the snake. Thick compression formed padding provides 
long lasting comfort and protection from bone-crushing landings. The airprene main body 
ensures the pads stay where they are supposed to without overheating or causing 
discomfort.  
Available in S, M, L, XL. 
 
Knee Pads 
The Proto Knee Pads have the answers you’re looking for. Abrasion resistant ballistic 
nylon can take heavy abuse and still provide total protection. The unique design of the 
outer layer of padding allows for maximum range of motion without cutting off 
circulation. Breathable 4-way stretch backing helps keep you cool and keep your pads in 
place so they stay where they need to be. 
Available in S, M, L, XL. 
 
Fighter harness 
The Proto Fighter Harness is ready to do battle with ultimate effectiveness. A no fuss 
harness that just works the way you want. It’s lightweight and compact style is perfect for 
anyone wanting a pack that’s not heavy on the waist and moves freely. Available in 3+4 
or 4+5. 
 
features 
01  MICRO-INJECTION LOGOS ARE Easy to grip and provides quick access to your 
pods. 
02  ELASTIC EJECTOR LOOPS Springs your pods from your pack to your hand for 
quick reloading. 
03  RUBBERIZED BODY MATERIAL for long lasting durability, prevents sliding to 
avoid harness twist. 
04  Heavily ventilated elastic straps that keep you cool and comfortable. 
 
Proto Paintballs 
Proto Paintballs are professional grade paintballs that define accuracy. Designed and 
manufactured to meet a higher standard, Proto Paintballs are for paintball enthusiasts that 
are serious about their game. Proto paint is extremely round and has a high visibility 
orange fill as well as excellent mark ability. Proto paint breaks on target, not in your 
marker. These quality features combined with supreme accuracy make Proto Paint the 
choice of the pros. 
 
Alpha Pods 
New for 2010, the Proto Alpha Pod should be your first choice for hauling paint. 150 Ball 
capacity. No collar for solid construction. Stylish ergonomic designed exterior for 



improved grip and function. Locking tab for harness string makes sure your added pods 
stay locked and loaded. Durable Polypropylene composition. Available in Smoke, Olive, 
and Blue. 
 
Backpack 
Redesigned for 2010 with stunning new graphics, the Proto Backpack has enough space 
for a full day of paintball. With a huge full zipper main compartment, just throw in your 
gear and go. The heavy-duty reinforced ballistic nylon construction and padded gun sling 
with barrel sock, protects all your goods. Features include expandable mesh side pockets, 
an interior stash pocket with removable key ring, a laptop pocket, and a lined MP3 player 
pocket with audio port – because we know how you like your pre-game adrenaline music. 
It’s got that Proto style with embroidered and silk-screened logos. Mask, marker and 
carabineer not included. 
 
Gear Bag 
Redesigned for 2010 with an upgraded look and improved pocket placement! The king of 
all paintball gear bags, we’ve even rolled out the red carpet on this one with a new fold 
down tool workstation. Your friends will bow down when they see how much this bag 
carries, ‘cause they know you’ll have lots of extra gear in there that they can borrow. 
Heavy-duty industrial roller wheels and a telescopic pullout handle make travel a breeze; 
roll in and roll out. Also includes a padded shoulder strap, ID pocket, vented zipper side 
pockets and interior padded gun sleeve with barrel loops. 
 
 
Arthur Hoodie 
100% Cotton. Embroidered logos. Available sizes M – XXL. 
 
HOLLYWOOD Hat 
Available in sizes S/M and L/XL. Authentic FlexFit® 210 Style. 
 
parole trucker Hat 
One size fits most. 
 
traditional Hat 
Available in sizes S/M and L/XL. 
 
Heritage Beanie 
One size fits most. 
 
proto Ninjarachi Head Tie 
One size fits all. 
 
PROTO HEADWRAPS 
One size fits most. 
 
proto technical mat 



Durable neoprene, includes o-ring and allen key size chart. Measures 16.125” x 12.625”. 
 
Flair Vinyl banner 
72” x 30” Our flag on your wall. 
 
proto lanyard 
Key ring and quick release buckle. Measures 24”. 


